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a) FALSE: “The Sharp increase in activism from Young people is in direct 
correlation with the historic events that took place in 2016, that is, the Brexit 
vote in June and the US presidential election in November.” 
 

b) FALSE: “It is no longer needed to take to the streets to make an impact; it is 
now easier and more productive to reach greater number of people through a 
screen” 
  

 

 

 

 
a) Youth people organised activist movements like #BlackLiveMatters or 

#FreePeriods because they wanted to show their disagreement with the 
political institutions and with the way in which the society is allowed to 
manipulated 
 

b) #FreePeriods campaing demand that mestruation products were free for young 
girls without money 

 
 

 



a) founded (paragraph 3): Created 
b) objective (paragraph 3): Aim 
c) tackle (paragraph 3): Community 
d) frightening (paragraph 4): Scary 

 
a) If I had known everything was going to be so chaotic, I wouldn`t have joined 

the protest last Sunday. It was a waste of time.  
b) They didn’t apologise for the trouble they caused. What’s worse, they even 

complained about the organisation.   
c) Have you ever participated in a social media campaign? If so, who was it 

organised by?  
d) The young activists, who had met at a university event, enjoyed discussing new 

ideas after meetings. 
 
 

 
Today´s Spanish young people are probably one of the most concerned generation about 
social issues. It may seem that teenagers go by themselves and don´t pay attention to the 
world that is around them, which is accentuated by new technologies, but that feeling is 
completely wrong. 
Youth usually is the first to accept social groups that have been rejected over the decades. 
Homosexuality or immigration has been accepted by them first. Young people present less 
prejudices of racism, for example, than adults. 
In addition, they use new technologies to get involved in social problems, to give their 
opinions and to propose new solutions. Today´s young people are concerned about the 
social issues around them, but their approach is different from other generations. 
This is why I don´t think it´s fair to label young people carefree. We must understand that the 
way they deal with problems is different, because it is conditioned by the historical, political 
and technological moment we live in. 


